
 

Fine Treatment Celebrates 10th Anniversary of Successful BPH, Kidney Stone 

and Back Pain Therapy 

Fine Treatment is celebrating ten years of helping sufferers of chronic diseases with Dr 

Allen’s Device, allowing them to overcome pain and effectively treat their conditions to 
enjoy life. 

 

This at-home treatment is particularly important during a pandemic. It is confirmed in a 

new medical article published by Springer Nature, a leading scientific publisher, titled 

“Innovative Thermobalancing therapy and Dr Allen's device for the first time employ 
body energy to treat chronic prostatic disease effectively” in International Journal of 
Quality Innovation. It shows the benefits of this novel treatment and that it can 

significantly reduce the need for other medical interventions: https://rdcu.be/b4Ly3. 

 

Fine Treatment was founded by Dr Simon Allen and Ariana Adjani, the inventors of 

Thermobalancing therapy and Dr Allen’s Devices. In April 2010, Dr Allen’s Device 
received MHRA approval in the UK. Since then the growth of the non-invasive ‘wearable’ 
device has been organic and expansive, reaching people in over 100 countries 

worldwide. 

 

 

Thermobalancing therapy provided by the device treats a range of conditions, including 

kidney stone disease, benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), chronic prostatitis, also known 

as chronic pelvic pain syndrome (CP/CPPS), coronary heart disease, and low back pain.  

The therapy works by encouraging blood circulation in affected organs through 

temperature regulation. Capillaries are identical in every part of the body – so by 

optimising their functioning, Dr Allen’s Devices treat various chronic diseases in the 

https://rdcu.be/b4Ly3


same way. This treatment achieves pain relief and stimulates regenerative processes in 

the affected organs.  

Various health conditions for which Dr Allen’s Device is used 

Conditions such as BPH and chronic prostatitis affect a significant number of people: 

nearly 1 in 4 men will suffer from benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) over their lifetime, 

while chronic prostatitis symptoms trouble around 10% of men. BPH occurs in 50% of 

men between 51 and 60 years old and 90% of men over the age of 80. Prostatitis 

indiscriminately affects men at any age, young and old. Dr Allen’s Device, which provides 
effective, safe, and non-invasive treatment, is therefore meeting demand for extremely 

prevalent conditions. 

Although chronic pelvic pain, renal colic, sciatica and back pain are nasty symptoms, 

they all relate to non-life-threatening conditions, which ought to be treated safely and 

non-invasively in the first place. Using Dr Allen’s Device is not only a preferable option 

for health outcomes, but also a financially sensible alternative, costing around ten times 

less than the annual cost of BPH drugs, and up to fifty times less than surgical 

interventions, whilst also simplifying the delivery of treatment. 

Thermobalancing therapy, through wearable Dr Allen’s Device, provides a safe non-

invasive treatment, with effective pain relief. Conventional treatments for these chronic 

illnesses, which consist of strong medications and aggressive surgeries, generally have 

low effectiveness and also frequently have unpleasant complications.  

The significant benefits of Dr Allen’s Device upon chronic ailments have been recognized 
by two clinical trials registered with the World Health Organization, over fifteen 

publications in scientific journals, and ten years of empirical observations. This 

Thermobalancing therapy has been proven to be an effective first-line treatment in 

improving chronic conditions, easing pain, and increasing quality of life of patients. 

These benefits have been backed up by multiple testimonials from satisfied customers. 

For the treatment of kidney stones, Dr Allen’s Device has been proven to help dissolve 
stones, ease pain, and reduce recurrent episodes of renal colic. There is also substantial 

evidence that Thermobalancing therapy can improve kidney function in people with 

chronic kidney disease (CKD). 

Back pain relief is also achieved through consistent application of Dr Allen’s Device to the 

body over the sore area. The pain relief effect strengthens over time, and in simple 

cases of sciatica, a week of use is enough to significantly reduce discomfort. 

Thermobalancing treatment is safe and easy to use 

Dr Allen’s Device consists of a small thermoelement, which fits inside a protective pouch, 

and then inserted into a supporting garment - a belt or a T-shirt - and positioned over 

the affected area. The thermoelement is made of a special wax-based material, 

optimized for heat accumulation, maintenance and transmission. When worn, it 

accumulates the naturally emitted body heat, and becomes a source of energy itself, 

constantly maintaining the temperature locally at the required level.  

Fine Treatment continues to look to the future, forging a constructive approach to 

healthcare sustainability. Dr Allen’s Device uses body heat for charging, and is energy 
efficient, minimising both waste and CO2 emissions. The use of Dr Allen’s Device has a 

positive impact on climate change. 

Fine Treatment https://finetreatment.com/ is an innovative British healthcare R&D and 

medical devices company, a manufacturer and distributor of wearable therapeutic Dr 

https://finetreatment.com/


Allen’s Devices. Fine Treatment is registered with the UK Department for International 

Trade (DIT). The great value price of Dr Allen’s Device includes free guaranteed delivery 
by Royal Mail tracking services worldwide.  

Solutions such as Dr Allen’s Device are particularly useful during the coronavirus 

(COVID-19) pandemic. It is of vital importance that people maintain social distancing, 

and the choice of this innovative Thermobalancing therapy means that chronic diseases 

may be treated from the comfort of home. This removes the need to visit hospitals and 

protects users and health care professionals from the unnecessary risk of contracting the 

virus. Fine Treatment is working hard to help people improve their health and wellbeing 

safely. 


